
JIRA ID JIRA name RN Content Enhancement/Fix/Known Issue

UC-108 Add IM ID to initial user account setup page Added the ability to configure a user's IM ID on the new user setup page. New Feature

UC-3193 Outbound calls are not recorded by Reach Added the ability to call record outbound calls from Reach. New Feature

UC-2880 Show Requested Skills of Reach Call Added a new feature to track the originally required skills and:
a) make that information available in the CDRs
b) make that information available to the agent that receives the call

New Feature

UC-3526 Add new rules in forwardingrules.xml file for SAA Required for the change described in UC-3442, we'll have to update the forwarding rules file in order
to route specific SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY messages to SAA.

New Feature

XX-11601 Add option to bridge call when transferring through
IVR (instead using REFER)

Added a new feature to change the transfer method and bridge the call in Freeswitch.  Since some
ITSPs does not support REFER with replaces, this feature is an attempt to remedy this problem.
This will alow also ringback / MoH on transfer through IVR.  Feature is disabled by default.

New Feature

XX-11551 Implement expire grace period for registrations Implement a configurable grace period before registrations are deemed expired to minimize the
adverse effect of a delayed replication process for real time collections.

New Feature

XX-11518 Call forward from phone Implement a new proxy plugin to handle call forward when enabled on a phone. The plugin will
honor the 302 from phone and sign the contact. This will allow calls to get routed as if it came from
config.

Phones must be registered and the 302 must come from the same ip as the registration.  Same as
UC-3437.

New Feature

UC-3437 Call forward from phone See XX-11518 New Feature

SIPX-7 Create Proxy plugin to solve MoH / Ringing overlap
for poorly behaving SBCs

Created a proxy plugin to:

1. Check if the sipfrag of a notify is a 180 Ringing
2. Convert to sipfrag 100 Trying before sending to Polycom

End result: Polycom will only send BYE upon receipt of sipfrag 200 Ok. The intention is to let MoH
play the entire alerting phase.

New Feature

XX-11576 Upgrade Freeswitch to 1.4.15 Updated Freeswitch to 1.4.15.  There are 1000+ fixes to freeswitch since June 2014 version 1.4.6
(version of Freeswitch in 14.10).

Improvement

XX-11503 Enable/Disable voicemail deposit option not shown in
admin gui

An improvement to the system was made so that the Administrator can enable or disable voicemail
deposit for individual users.  Users can change a setting called enable/disable voicemail deposit
while logged in as their extension in GUI under Attendant settings. This option should also be shown
when a superadmin user looks at the Attendant options for an extension but it is not. Since users
accidently set (or forget) this option and call for support because their voicemail is not working, it
would be handy for superadmin to see it.

Improvement

XX-11450 Update java MongoDB Client drivers for all system
java components

Update java MongoDB Client Drivers for all system java components Improvement

XX-11449 Upgrade to Mongo 2.6.5 Upgrade to Mongo 2.6.5 to make new client drivers available to openUC services. Improvement

UC-3166 Add ability for administrator to disable voicemail for
user

See XX-11503 Improvement

UC-3334 Update Cowboy http and websocket library in Reach Updated the cowboy library used in Reach to version 1.0.0 and started to work on 2.0.0.

This would brought a lot of bugfixes to the Reach http/websocket module.

Improvement

XX-11585 TCP failover support. Created an improvement to Proxy (sipXtackLib) so that when a write operation fails, the TCP
transport will now look for an alternative flow (or create a new one).

Improvement

XX-11579 Implement log-callback in order to catch mongo cxx
driver's logs

Created an improvement that created a hook in order to intercept mongo cxx driver's logs and save
them in sipX components' log files

Improvement

XX-11451 Update C++ MongoDB Client drivers for all system
C++ components

Update C++ drivers for MongoDB in all system components that use it Improvement

UC-1895 Update Call Frowarding on Schedule change. Fixed an issue where if you change the schedule later and press apply the changes will not be
applied until you go to the Call Forwarding Tab an press apply there.

Support Improvement

UW-167 Conference/mybuddy/proxy to escape special
characters

Fixed an issue where if a user pasted a phone number with special characters to dial a user or a
number in conference, the call would disconnect.  Solution was to escape special characters and
only dial numbers entered.

Support Improvement

UC-2640 Reach API - Documentation Completed documentation of the current Reach API that is leveraged by the existing
agent/supervisor portal widgets.

Documentation



UC-3215 Remove SAA known limitations According with the fixes from UC-3442 tracker, SAA's known limitations were removed so we should
update the documentation as well.
Therefore, now SAA should:
 - work for phones registered on any transport (i.e. TCP/UDP/TLS)
 - work with gruu and NAT w/o the need of setting the outbound proxy
 - no need the firewall rules to be made public for SAA's {host:ip}, in a cluster setup

Documentation

UC-3431 Simultaneous answer on 2 shared lines results in call
being dropped

We were able to reproduce a problem with Polycom VVX phones on firmware 4.1.7 where if two
phones are configured with shared line and they answer simultaneously, the call can be dropped.
This is a Polycom firmware bug and not a problem we can solve in code.

Documentation

XX-11567 Backup/restore does not handle some prompts Fixed an issue where backup / restore did not handle some uploaded media files. Support Bug

UC-515 Security Vulnerability: SNMP community string can
be guessed

Added the ability to configure a custom Community string (under Diagnostics->Snmp->) where you
can set a community password.

Support Bug

UC-3508 When the agents phone is DND a call is offered over-
and-over

Fixed an issue caused by a Reach agent who sets his Reach status as `Available` and then decides
to put his deskphone on DND.
This bug caused a call that is routed by Reach to this agent while in DND the call is offered again
and again to this user, even if the phone returns 486 BUSY.

Support Bug

XX-11595 upgrade to 14.10 change working time attendant
schedules

Fixed an issue where after upgrade to 14.10 the auto attendant hours were no longer correct. Bug

XX-11586 Park - Fail to ringback on key pressed / timeout
through SBC

Fixed an issue with the new Park Orbit implementation where a call from external number came in,
was subsequently parked, on timeout or on transfer key pressed the original caller should ring back
but when using an SBC but the call was disconnected instead.

Bug

XX-11565 Improve CDR XLS which only supports a maximum
of 65536 rows at the moment

Fixed an issue with CDR XLS export where it only supported a maximum of 65536 rows. This
caused the CDR XLS reports throw a JAVA exception. The newest POI library supports that higher
limit but it is an internal dependency for another unupdated library (jasperreports-3.7.0.jar) which
generate the CDR reports.

See http://mvnrepository.com/artifact/net.sf.jasperreports/jasperreports/5.0.1. for compatibility.
Updated all libraries and updated sipxconfig code with new APIs as required by new Jasper.

Bug

XX-11297 Polycom group firmware setting overrides individual
firmware setting

Fixed an issue with the Polycom template such that when setting the group firmware version in a
phone group that a phone belongs to, that setting value will take precedence even if the firmware
version is set at the phone level.

Also, if there are conflicting firmware values in multiple groups a phone is assigned to, the system
would arbitrarily choose a firmware version from one of the groups.  The group with the highest
precedent should be used.

Bug

XX-11281 Incorrect dependencies on install from sources Fixed an issue that caused a number of errors in the 14.04. install, when trying to create a build
machine from sources on a CentOS 6.5 64bit machine. This was related to the wiki page "Installing
from sources".
1. Errors on install (easily fixable)
a. The "make setup.sh" step creates a sipxecs.repo file. However, it points to a repository which has
recently changed and no longer exists. On top of that it points to a 4.6.0 directory - shouldn't it point
to 14.04?
b. The script creating "setup.sh" after cloning from git repository does not include all dependencies
required to build sipx. Omitted is "resiprocate-devel" and its dependencies. They "seem" to show up
in setup.sh but the names used there don't trigger an install.

One has to run the following to get them with the proper names:

yum install sipxresiprocate-devel
yum install c-ares-devel

Should be fixed so one does not have to rummage around trying to locate the missing
dependencies.

Bug

UC-3475 System audit: custom caller id settings labels not
localized

Fixed an issue with new audit feature where custom caller id settings labels were not properly
localized.

Bug

SIPX-16 sipXconfig does not start when system is offline Fixed an issue where www.springframework.org resolution is attempted and when system offlin
sipxplugin2.beans.xml is not properly parsed. Changed the header to avoid this checking.

Bug

SIPX-6 Logged messages are not escaped anymore Fixed an issue, created by another commit, to re-enable the escape filter for log entries.  The commit
broke simple greps after INCOMING and OUTGOING messages.

Bug

SIPX-5 IM User group completely removed from openfire
after a name change

Fixed an issue where users would see in their rosters a removed user group. Bug



UC-3541 Openfire IM plugin doesn't handle call-transfer and
multiple calls to/from the same user (copy of SIPX-8)

Fixed an issue with the openfire IM plugin where it did not properly handle call transfer or multiple
calls to the same user. In case of a call transfer, the presence for all users involved in the transfer
will be 'available' even if 2 users should be on-call. In case of multiple calls for/from the same user,
the presence will be set to 'available' after the 1st call is closed even if the 2nd call is still up. (same
as SIPX-8)

Bug

UC-3502 IVR Launched from Reach Recipe Cannot Collect
Digits

Fixed an issue with IVR launched from Reach Recipe where it appeared to have a limitation
whereby collecting and acting on DTMF digits does not work consistently.

Bug

UC-3476 Specifying a SIP endpoind for a Reach Agent has no
effect

Fixed an issue with Reach where if a user attempted to login and specify a SIP endpoint to ring it
didn't work.

Bug

UC-3280 Reach cowboy errors during load testing 14.04 During load testing several errors related to Cowboy library were observed.  These errors no longer
exist after Cowboy library update.

Bug

UC-3134 Reach Queue Recipe Media Files Missing after
backup/restore

Fixed an issue with backups that caused Reach Queue Recipe Media Files to not be included in
Backup / Restore

Bug

UC-3442 Investigate if SAA should use aor in contact header
instead of uri with address:port (solve phone behind
NAT issues)

Fixed an issue where SAA uses uri sip:saa@ip:5170 in Contact header. We've found this causes
issues with Polycom phones behind NAT during initial subscription handshake - phone sends initial
SUBSCRIBE to SAA's ip:port instead of sending it to proxy as specified by Record-Route header
from SAA's SUBSCRIBE request. We also found a workaround by setting outbound proxy to force
phone, but this has limitations as you cannot set more than one proxy.

This was fixed by setting the Contact header to saa@domain in SUBSCRIBE messages sent from
SAA to phones. So phones will subscribe to saa@domain instead of saa@address:port. Next proxy
will have to fwd the SUBSCRIBE to registrar which will resolve it to saa@address:port OR we could
modify proxy's forwarding rules to fwd every SUBSCRIBE containing event dialog; sla to saa directly.

Bug

UC-3419 Polycom phones need to have Outbound Proxy set in
order to use SAA in NAT setup

Corrected by UC-3442 Bug

UC-3416 Warning: Cannot shutdown DUM from state
dum_shutdowned

Fixed the issue with DUM not properly shutting down when SAA was shutdown. Bug

UC-3400 Sometimes SAA fails to authenticate requests
because of slow mongo queries

Fixed an issue caused by slow mongo database queries.  SAA authenticates NOTIFY requests sent
by phones by reading authentication data from mongo's imdb entity collection. In case this query
fails because of timeout SAA will respond with "403 Invalid password provided" which is an incorrect
answer. SAA should respond with 5xx server error.

Bug

XX-11596 sipXproxy doesn't set the right Record-Route header Fixed an issue with sipXproxy where it did not set the TLS Record-Route in the SUBSCRIBE
message. This caused further NOTIFY messages to be sent by the phone over TCP instead of TLS.
Record-Route header should be set to TLS interface in order for further phone NOTIFY messages to
be transported over TLS.

Bug

XX-11552 XX-11585 UC-2921 Prevents Audiocodes gateways
from working correctly when using TCP

Fixed an issue caused by UC-2921 where after upgrade to 14.10 Audiocodes FXS gateways would
lose their registration status and sip calls over TCP connections would work once but fail after the
first call.

Bug

XX-11527 Mongo read queries are very slow in cases there is
no PRIMARY

While investigating the XX-11502, we discovered the underlying problem is due to the timeouts
generated by mongo reads. Since there is no primary, mongo should not accept further writes but it
should properly resolve the reads.

While investigating we found the following:
1. for 1st mongo connection, the c++ driver is trying to reach the dead nodes first (as specified in the
connectionString parameter from the /etc/sipxpbx/mongo-client.ini file) and this will take 5 secs
(hardcoded in c++ mongo client driver) for each replica set. After eventually it connects to mongo, it
tries to establish/detect a primary - operation that takes a lot of "random" time (i.e. i saw values of 10
secs, 32secs, ~300secs ...). After if finds out that there is no primary, the connection is, finally,
returned to the caller - aproximative time is ~30 secs.

2. The mongo connections (i.e. tcp socket connections) returned through that c++ driver function are
kept/cached in a connection-pool, also maintained inside c++ driver's code, in order to reuse the
socket for further queries. Periodically (I've observed a 32secs interval, maybe it's configurable), this
cached connections are trying to find out if meanwhile a primary has appeared. Thus, when we'll try
to get an available connection using the C++ driver API, that function will block until the primary
check is done.

Updating Mongo drivers to 2.6 solves these issues.

Bug

XX-11502 Local region only 100% / All other regions 100% fail
over plan results in failed calls / unregistered phones

Updated all Mongo drivers which addressed this issue as well. Bug



UC-3409 Make SIP components resilient to mongo slow query
timeouts

By default the mongo read query timeout is set to 100 milliseconds in mongo-client.ini. Although this
value should be more than enough for most cases, in extreme load conditions some read queries
might still timeout. We need to make sure SIP components using mongo C++ driver handle properly
the event when a mongo query fails because of timeout.
Did the following:
1. Review all mongo subsystem interfaces from sipXcommServerLib and add support so the caller
knows if a query failed because of timeout or a query returned no data.
2. Review all SIP components using mongo and implement additional handling for the failed mongo
queries because of timeout, most likely this means answering with 5xx server error.

Bug

UC-2351 5 Minutes calls downtime after rebooting the server in
a partitioned region

Fixed an issue with calls not being able to be completed for 5 minutes following a reboot of the
server in a partitioned region.

Bug

UC-3559 SSS doesn't generate presence for user that does an
outbound call

Fixed an issue with SSS when an outbound call is involved - the presence is not updated for the
_internal_ user that performs the outbound call.

After some investigations, we've found out that the problem is due to the fact that the "From" header
is changed by proxy in order to contain the gateway extension and not the internal user: "From:
<sip:9782961005@ezuce.com;sipXecs-From=2028>".  Since the internal/original user is still kept in
the sipXecs-From parameter, we'll have to simply get that value from there in order to fix the problem

Bug

UC-3543 sipXsss can't start properly Fixed a couple issues that are also related to UC-3489. In specific situations SSS tryied to release a
dangling (already released) pointer so that unexpected behavior could happen (i.e. the process
could crash or it may be unnoticed ... we've got lucky that in our situation it crashed so that we were
able to catch it).
The 2nd issue was related to hunt group subscriptions - SSS was unable to respond to NOTIFY
requests sent by the contacts within a hunt group and, as a result, SSS subscriptions to hunt groups
were always closed so that SSS was unable to refresh hunt group updates due this.
Also regarding SUBSCRIBE dispatching we increased the delay between SUBSCRIBE requests
sent by SSS to the speed dial contacts. Until now, at startup or refresh, SSS forked new
SUBSCRIBE requests at 10msec interval - meaning that if SSS has 5 spdl resources, it will send a
SUBSCRIBE for 1st at time X, then another SUBSCRIBE for 2nd at time X + 10msec, and so on. If
we have a large number of spdl resources, SSS will fork too many SUBSCRIBE requests so that the
proxy will be unable to catch up.
In order to fix this, we increased this delay from 10msec to 100msec - therefore, SSS will fork
another SUBSCRIBE request only if the previous ones were responded or 100msecs passed from
the last sent SUBSCRIBE

Bug

UC-2957 SSS needs a configuration option with all domain
aliases

Fixed an issue with SSS and host aliases.  Such option already exists in sipXproxy-config:
SIPX_PROXY_HOST_ALIASES : 172.16.30.13:5060 dtacalau-laptop.dev-ezuce.ro:5060

The option should have the following format:
domain-aliases=<alias1>, <alias2>, ...

Bug

UC-3537 Domain aliases are not propagated in SSS/SAA
config

Fixed an issue where domain aliases were not being propagated to the SSS or SAA configuration. Bug

SIPX-8 Openfire IM plugin doesn't handle call-transfer and
multiple calls to/from the same user (copy of UC-
3541)

Fixed an issue with the openfire IM plugin where it did not properly handle call transfer or multiple
calls to the same user. In case of a call transfer, the presence for all users involved in the transfer
will be 'available' even if 2 users should be on-call. In case of multiple calls for/from the same user,
the presence will be set to 'available' after the 1st call is closed even if the 2nd call is still up.

Bug

UW-222 New sipXcom User Portal cannot call from dialpad Fixed an issue with click to call that was not working for the new sipXcom user portal. Bug

UW-210 UI issues if a user has a long enough name Fixed an issue where if the user name of a user is long, it will be displayed on two lines.

This means that the user name will overlap his profile picture, the search box or the phone number
he dials, depending on the tab the user selects.

Bug

UW-177 Calling by name returns Number Not Found Fixed an issue when click to call initiates, the unite users phone rings and upon answering call does
not ring user X.
Call ends and in Unite Web it displays Number not found

Bug

SIPX-13 CLONE - Unite Lite: cannot call from dialpad Dialpad calling does not work:
if I type a number , the the button is greyed out
the same if I type a number and select a contact
sometimes the button is active, but not sure under which conditions, however even if it is, the call
does not initiate. "Requesting calling info" is displayed.

Bug

UC-3517 EDGE and sipxbridge compete for 5081 port Fixed an issue where Edge services and sipXbridge were competing for port 5081. Bug

UC-3516 Error when adding webrtc gateway Fixed an issue with adding a WebRTC gateway. Bug


